Scentscape - Tool Shed
Code: 100295
Price: £24.95 incl. VAT You Save 0%
Date: 07/05/2021
VAT Relief Eligible: Yes (£20.79 with VAT
relief)
Delivery: £3.95 incl. VAT per order

The Tool Shed Scentscape® has been designed with and for people with cognitive loss and is a multisensory activity for people inproduct mid to late stage dementia.
Play the CD (included) whilst smelling the scents for a unique activity designed to evoke memories
Each Scentscape comes with three scents, three smelling jars, and a 30 minute CD with themed
sounds
The CD includes sounds relevant to the Scentscape and is also split into 3 sections, which relate to
the three scents included
Infection control compliant
The Scentscape is an innovative and unique sensory product that can be used by individuals, or as a
group exercise.

The Tool Shed
The Tool Shed Scentscape® pack has been designed to stimulate memories of afternoons spent working
away in the tool shed, making and mending things for the home.
Combine the unmistakable scents of engine oil, sawdust and car polish with the sounds of effort and
elbow grease to create a warm feeling of familiarity and engagement for any DIY enthusiast.

How Scentscapes Work
Scentscapes were designed to offer somebody both sound and scents of various popular experiences.
Our research showed these to be powerful tools to help transport people to a time or place, stimulating
memories and conversation and helping to access memories that would otherwise have been difficult to
reach.

Contents
3 x scents
3 x smelling jars
1 x 30 minute CD
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How to Order
Orders can be placed securely online at AlzProducts.co.uk - or over the phone with our UK sales team.
Call 024 7642 2224 to place your order or for further information. This product's order code is 100295.

